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Dash announces alliance with Phoenix Systems
Milwaukee, WI (July 6, 2015) — Dash, a leading developer of Document Management
Software, announced today its partnership agreement with Phoenix Systems headquartered in
Newmarket, Ontario, Canada.
Dash’s DDX™ Document Management system excels at integration with ERP systems.
It is used by hundreds of companies in North America and the Pacific Rim. Dash’s focus on
small and mid-sized manufacturing and distribution companies brings a unique vertical
approach to the market, and with it, rapid return-on-investment for its users. This is something
which Phoenix clearly understands.
”We’re very excited to be working with a highly reputable and successful provider of
Document Management and Publication solutions” said Dan O’Toole, President of Phoenix
Systems. “Our long time commitment of delivering efficiency improvements to our customers
fits perfectly to the Dash product line”.
“Phoenix Systems reputation as a premier provider of business software and services
is a perfect fit for our customers” said Jim Van Hecke, president of Dash. “It gives our users
more options, and broadens our network with a proven sales, support and consulting team”.
Through the partnership, Phoenix Systems will make available Dash’s DDX™
Document Management software and leverage its long experience providing software and
services to businesses in the USA and Canada.

About Dash
Dash is a software developer of ERP-Integrated Document Management software
focused small and mid-sized Manufacturing and Distribution companies. Dash also provides
custom software development services. For more information, go to www.dashdev.com.
About Phoenix Systems
Phoenix Systems is a North American software and hardware service provider and
reseller. Phoenix Systems provides software sales, development, consulting and support for
Dash's DDX. The company enjoys 35 years of delivering effective, affordable business-critical
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solutions as a certified value-added reseller of Dash DDX, SYSPRO and Microsoft Dynamics
enterprise resource planning (ERP) and customer relationship management (CRM) software.
Phoenix Systems is a recognized leader in service among our partners’ authorized network of
dealers.
For more information, go to www.pho-sys.com
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